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Week in the markets:
Ironically with all the Trump hoo-ha still rolling on it is Presidents day bank holiday in the US this Monday. With
the US holiday, a lack of scheduled economic data being released and sluggish momentum across many markets,
next week may turn out to be a bit quieter. Most of the major news comes from Australia: Tues Monetary Policy
minutes, Thurs Private Capital Expenditure numbers and RBA Governor Lowe speaking.
Trumps huge infrastructure initiative has gone particularly quiet as he focuses on immigration and Healthcare.
This may have an impact on commodity demand and relevant stock / sector performance over the coming weeks.
China data still holding positive which to the flip side of Trump policies may shine a light on certain commodity
sectors e.g. base metals and emerging market countries.

Currencies: It is still all about the AUD as it continues to march on to further strength. A subdued flat USD has
meant strength gains in key emerging market countries: RUB,ZAR,BRL in countries that on paper look
economically and politically very weak!
Indices: US Indices have nudged through record levels once more – could this be the bears setting up a trap or
will we see further bullishness. Momentum isn’t very strong and other major Indices around the globe are
particularly sluggish as the hover around highs.
Commodities: PGM’s have turned quiet on subdued geo-political turmoil sentiment with Silver looking the pick of
the bunch. Base Metals remain strong on a bullish fundamental outlook but have started to consolidate at new
high levels. Grains have put in a good bull run but over supply concerns could put the breaks on any rally? Cocoa –
has it hit bottom? Bouncing currently from 2009 lows. WTI struggling to break $55 and ranging sideways since
early Dec’16.

Forex:

FX Major Traded Pairs Summary:

US Dollar Index Watch:
US Dollar Index Daily Chart:
How to use:
The US Dollar
index is a
basket of key
currencies
against the
USD. The Index
gives a good
guide to the
strength or
weakness of the
USD versus
these other
currencies.
(JPY,CAD,GBP,
SEK,CHF,EUR).
NB. It can also
be traded as a
futures
contract.

Comment:
The Index has been a bit lifeless, reflected in the overall performance of the USD. The Index is falling back to
the 100 support area and wil more than likely reflect on its situation at this level before deciding what to do
next.

FX Majors Currency Strength:
How to use:

Weak

Neutral
NZD,

GBP,
CHF,
USD, CAD,
JPY, EUR,

Strong

Data is based off
weekly and daily
currency strength
quantitative
analysis to present
a ‘feel’ for the
longer term
sentiment, strength
and weakness
levels in the major
currencies.

AUD,

Currency Strength Analysis:
Still strength interest remains with the AUD. NZD has weakened off considerably. USD gone trendless /
neutral. JPY after a stronger January has turned weaker in February. CHF and EUR after weakening for
many months have put in a turn of mild strength in the last few weeks. CAD has levelled out to neutral and
GBP like the USD remains confused and directionless.

FX Majors Charts:
Charts of interest this week – the longer term view: NZD daily chart:

NZD (New Zealand Dollar): After a strong period of strength against most currencies, led by its sister currency
AUD, the New Zealand Dollar has weakened considerably over February. Sitting just above the cloud price looks to
be consolidating around these levels. (0.7175). Momentum remains weak but an indifferent USD isn’t bringing the
NZD any quicker. A possibly bounce from here if NZD finds some strength? Downside Fibonacci/ Support levels:
0.713, 0.705 then 0.702. Possible upside levels: 0.7248 then 0.737 and on to previous highs.

FX Emerging Markets:

Comment: A neutral USD again has let the EM currencies play their hand. TWD,ZAR, BRL all remain
strong versus the USD. Surprisingly it is RUB that is probably the standout currency versus the USD
currently. TRY, PHP and MXN despite strengthening versus the USD still look potentially weak on any
stronger USD moves.
How to use: The left side of the table gives a fundamental economic view of where the Emerging Market currencies stand measured
in an ‘Overall Health’ rating. This analysis is then married up to the technicals: price and momentum to draw a conclusion as to the
overall direction of the individual currency in the medium to longer term. All Emerging Market currencies are versus the USD. The
Technical Indicators and Overall assessment are from the point of view of the USD vs the EM currency, eg if BRL showed Bearish in its
overall assessment, this means that the BRL is strong against the USD, but bearish for the chart. The final column combines both the
fundamentals and technicals to try to give an overall weighted chart perspective.

FX Emerging Markets Chart of the week: RUB

Comment: Russian Rouble(RUB), another one of those mysteries similar to the performance of the BRL
versus the USD. Russia – in the political back waters, a shot to pieces economy has put in a very strong
performance versus the USD (gain of near 34% since Dec’15) and this trend may continue? Down side
resistance at 53.69 then 48.96. Up side support at 59.86 then 63.11.

FX EM Driver Charts: GSCI, USD & MSCI Index:
How to use:
These are 3 key drivers of
the Emerging Market
currencies that can be
easily monitored.

The GSCI Index is a
basket of commodities
(heavily energy
weighted) – commodities
are a key component of a
lot of these countries
economic development.
The MSCI Index is a
basket of emerging
market equity indices.
This can paint an overall
picture of health in the
EM stock markets.

The US Dollar Index:
almost all the debt of the
EM countries are
denominated in USD. So
the US economy, changes
in interest rates etc can
play a pivotal role on the
movement on any of the
underling EM currencies.

FX Big Impact News:
How to use:
About
Economic
News:
Each week
major
economic
news comes
out from
around the
globe that can
have a serious
impact on the
currency
markets.
The most
important
news (in our
opinion) is
listed
here…………..

Indices:

Index Watch: UK FTSE 100:
UK FTSE 100: Still trading weak bullish – momentum slow and currently hasn’t got the appetite to push on through 7300
level. Currently trading at 7255.

Weekly Heikin Ashi chart:

Daily Kagi chart:

4hr 3 Line Break chart:

Volume at Price: FTSE 100:

How to use:
Volume at price in the short term - a great way to see key supply and demand price levels and apply this analysis to your technicals /
strategies. Volume = grey histogram right of chart.

Index Watch: US S&P500
S&P500: Bit more of a kick to it than the FTSE 100 and breaking new highs. Is this the bears laying a trap or could the S&P
continue higher?
Daily Heikin Ashi chart:

Daily Kagi chart:

4hr 3 Line Break chart:

Volume at Price: S&P500:

How to use:
Volume at price in the short term - a great way to see key supply and demand price levels and apply this analysis to your technicals /
strategies. Volume = grey histogram right of chart.

Index Watch: US Market Sentiment Dashboard:
General Sentiment: Weak Bull
How to use:
Data is based off weekly and
daily currency strength
quantitative analysis to present
a ‘feel’ for the longer term
sentiment, strength and
weakness levels in the major
currencies.

VIX (CBOE Volatility Index):
The fear gauge. Continuing
low volatility whilst S&P500
pushes at highs.
(>30 = investor
fear/uncertainty & <20 =
less stressful markets)

Index Watch: Far East – Nikkei 225 & Hang Seng
Nikkei 225 Still stuck again in the mid 19000’s and back into
range. Currently trading at 19234.

Hang Seng back to highs around 24000. Next up level
24500 area. Currently trading 24033

Volume at Price: Nikkei 225 & Hang Seng:

How to use:
Volume at price in the short term - a great way to see key supply and demand price levels and apply this analysis to your technicals /
strategies. Volume = grey histogram right of chart.

Equities:

US & UK Equities Short Lists:

How to use:
The shortlist is based on a top down approach on the ‘fundamentals’. The list tries to find the strongest and weakest sectors currently
and then the strongest and weakest stocks within those sectors. After that, technical analysis should be used to ‘time’ any trade entry
when the / your correct signals arise and a consideration made on the general strength of the Stock Indices in which they trade.

FANGS:
Still no change to overall direction of this group: FANGS all remain bullish. Facebook setting new record highs.

How to use:
‘FANGS’ are Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google. The acronym ‘FANGS’ derives from Jim Cramer to represent four of the most popular
best-performing tech stocks in the US. These are highly liquid stocks and are very popular with day traders and investors. The 4 stocks
are analysed here using a Kagi charting approach.

US & UK Sector Analysis:
Industrial sector
(US) pushing
upwards on
Trump based
optimism?

Electronic &
Electrical
Equipment
sector (UK)
putting in a
good turn as it
tries to push at
recent highs.

Commodities:

Commodities To Watch:
The below trend direction analysis is based on an assessment of the daily technicals. Use more detailed technical analysis e.g.
indicators, support and resistance, sentiment: COT, Open Interest etc. for possible trade entry, exits and stops.
Bullish Opportunities:
Copper: Longer term bullish outlook
back to 7000/8000? Broken through
triple top and sitting just above this
significant pattern.
WTI Crude Oil: Pressure building to
break up from $55 – but sitting on
resistance. Longer term bullish
outlook towards $70/$72?
Cotton No2: Funds still going longer
but for how much more? Looking
toppy possibly?
Lean Hogs: Fundamentals and
technicals in place to continue the
rally?
Aluminium: hitting recent highs but
still looks fundamentally strong

Not behaving as it should:

Bearish Opportunities:
Cocoa: fundamentals – massive over
supply, technically weak – has it hit a
bottom though at 2009 lows?

COT And Seasonality Hot list:

How to use:
The COT Index Assessment is based on a weekly index calculation and net positions of the ‘large speculators’ category of
the CFTC report.
Seasonality: historical price data has been analysed over a 20 year period to draw conclusion as to the seasonal direction
of price.
Technicals: An assessment is made on the current longer term price trend and the current price momentum leading to
(and including COT data and seasonality) an overall assessment for the possible price direction of the asset.

Commodities chart of the week

(Non Metals/ Energy):

Soybeans

Soybeans: Beware – has the crop rally done its stuff? Wheat and Corn have both put in impressive 2017’s so far as has
Soybeans. Large Specs recent build in their long positions has started to falter. Seasonality is strong at this time of year but
this potential bullishness may be offset by large supply concerns coming out of South America. Support could be found at
1025 to the topside of the cloud then 982. Further breaks upwards would be targeting highs of 1206 from June 2016.

China Watch:

Dashboard:

CPI figures out Tuesday saw an increase from 2.5% from 2.1% previous. Next week sees no major economic releases
scheduled. Mainland stock markets remained flat over the week and the Hang Seng is back to highs around 24000.

Key: Dashboard: China is a key driver of both Precious and Base Metals sectors. For example nearly 50% of global demand in
Copper heads towards this country and it’s one of the biggest users of gold. Understanding what China is doing is key to
understanding the ‘flow’ of the market sentiment and what could move price. The dashboard should let you ascertain the
current economic situation in China. NB: Updated charts this week are coloured red.

Precious and Base Metals:

Base & Precious Metals Market Overview:
Base: With supply side issues hovering over the complex this has allowed prices to surge back to new high
levels. The Base complex last week saw prices come off as profit takers stepped in and price resistance
levels were found. The US infrastructure bubble Trump promised has gone quiet as he has switched his
attention to Immigration and Healthcare. Copper and Aluminium from issues affecting supply and with a
strong demand outlook remain strong.
In Precious the PGM’s has been quietly heading north. Gold looks the weaker currently as the geopolitical storm promised late 2016 on Trumps election has still to arrive. Silver looking the most promising
of further upside. Large Speculators continue to build their Platinum and Silver bullish positions.
Sentiment:
Base overall feel =
Precious overall feel =

Key Numbers:

Key: S1 = next short technical level etc, L1 = next long technical level etc. built around the current price.
R/R = Risk Reward either going long or short based on current price and stops / target at L1 and S1
Longer term trend = determined from weekly charts

Chart User Guide for the Metals section:
3 Line 4 hour break chart used for finding
shorter term changes with and against the
longer term trends.

Weekly Heikin Ashi chart with Ichimoku,
moving averages (50,100,200) to determine
trend direction. Fibonacci's and Ichimoku used
for longer term risk and trade management.

Stochastics used to
determine over
bought/ sold areas
and possible
longer term price
reversals.
Aroon used to
determine trend
direction and
changes in trend
direction. 70/30
areas used to
determine this as
overbought /
oversold areas. Set
to 10 weeks.

Daily Kagi chart using ATR,
Change from Red to black
determines trend + moving
averages + DMI.
Fibonacci's used as targets.

Directional Movement
Indicator (DMI) set to 14
periods

Directional Movement
Indicator (DMI) set to 14
periods

Copper: LME
3m price: Had broken up through longer term triple top pattern and is now finding support just above this
breakout zone. Fundamentally and technically still looking strong.

Gold:
Gold back in the cloud and hold a neutral feel all round.

Energy:

Crude WTI Watch:
WTI Crude Oil:
$55 the new key
resistance level for
WTI. Price really
has been sideways
since Dec’16 with
no fundamental
reason to go higher
currently. OPEC
production cuts
look to be on target
and further cuts
may give some
impetus to price.
Overall sentiment
remains weak
bullish.
Rig counts stand at
741 +200 change
from last year.
Key numbers:

Crude WTI Brent Spread:
The Crude WTI Brent spread trade is the differential between the two crudes. The strategy looks for changes in the spread
either for breakouts or reversals. Current

level: -2.15(Last week -2.4)(Mar spread CME)

RBoB Gasoline Watch:
RBoB Gasoline:
Price still
holding
Fibonacci line at
1.539 and sitting
in the cloud.
Large specs have
been reducing
their longs and
momentum is
showing a mixed
bag. Historical
seasonality looks
to be getting
much stronger in
the weeks ahead.

Key numbers:
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He is a leading expert in technical analysis, systematic/automated trading,
derivatives products, financial and quantitative theory, risk management
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If you’d like to get in touch or require any
further information please contact us at:
w: www.thestophunter.co.uk
t: 01227 811731
e: info@thestophunter.co.uk
For real-time market news, charts & much
more follow us on Twitter:
@thestophunt3r
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All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system in part or in whole without the express written permission of The Stop Hunter Ltd; except
where permitted by law.
This document is intended solely for use by the individual recipient (Traders Club Member). It may not
be reproduced or distributed for corporate purposes or personal gain without the express written
permission of The Stop Hunter Ltd.
Commentaries, information and other materials contained in any part of this document are purely
educational in nature and are not intended to amount to advice on which reliance should be placed.
They should not be relied upon for the purpose of effecting securities transactions or other investing
strategies, nor should they be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell or buy any security.
We therefore disclaim all liability and responsibility arising from any reliance placed on any information
displayed in this document (including without limitation liability and responsibility for any investment
decision made), or by anyone who may be informed of any of its contents.
Trading and investing involves a very high degree of risk. Past results are not indicative of future returns
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Do not assume that any recommendations, insights, charts, theories, or philosophies will ensure
profitable investment.

